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The Art of Displacement: Designing Experiential Systems and
Transverse Epistemologies as Conceptual Criticism
Rolf Hughes

It is equally deadly for a mind to have a system or

through ‘playing’ with science, as Roland Barthes

to have none. Therefore, it will have to decide to

suggests, ‘like a gadget’?1 This paper attempts

combine both.

such an experiment, exploring design, research and

Frederich Schlegel (1798)

theory subjected to transverse epistemologies - a
‘flow of transformations’ through processual themes

Each member of society can have only a small frac-

such as authorship, remediation, experience design,

tion of the knowledge possessed by all, and each is

and smuggling, overflowing into political and philo-

therefore ignorant of most of the facts on which the

sophical areas such as social intervention, disruptive

working of society rests ... civilization rests on the

innovation, performative knowledge, gesture versus

fact that we all benefit from knowledge which we do

identity. I argue that ‘trans-disciplinary’ methodolo-

not possess. And one of the ways in which civiliza-

gies require a liminal, ‘neither/nor’ mindset, and this

tion helps us to overcome that limitation on the extent

leads me to the central theme of the paper: boundary

of individual knowledge is by conquering ignorance,

concepts. How should one identify the appropriate

not by the acquisition of more knowledge, but by the

‘boundaries’ of a given design or critical practice?

utilization of knowledge which is and which remains

What if each ‘context’ has become a moving target?

widely dispersed among individuals.

Swept along on each current of inquiry, my aim is

F.A. Hayek, The Use of Knowledge in Society

not to nail such concepts to the wall of reason with

(1945)

the hammer blows of scholarly argumentation, but
rather to set a number of related themes rippling

I put a picture up on a wall. Then I forget there is a

beneath the cool gaze of the reader.2

wall. I no longer know what there is behind this wall,
I no longer know there is a wall, I no longer know

My stated concern is with ‘neither/nor’ logic -

this wall is a wall, I no longer know what a wall is.

between, across, and beyond existing disciplines

Georges Perec, Species of Spaces and Other

- and this implies in turn a concern with ‘relationality’

Pieces (1974)

(i.e. how we establish relations, positions, borders
between different disciplinary themes and methods)

A theorist is one who has been undone by theory.

and thus the nature of distinction itself. Yet to distin-

Irit Rogoff, From Criticism to Criticality (2003)

guish (and thereby establish relations between)
entities, obliges us to confront a problem that is both

What would it mean to be a ‘Conceptual critic’? To

ancient and contemporary, that affects the way we

conceive of ideas and methodologies as ‘emblems’

think of disciplinarity, interdisciplinarity, networks of

and thereby create an ars combinatoria for the gener-

various kinds, and transdisciplinarity - namely the

ation of theory? To investigate how meaning works

problem of ‘substance’ (‘content’ or ‘matter’). What
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is the fundamental property of, say, a creature, a

architects) that a building is ‘not a static object but

subject, or the world itself that allows us to catego-

a moving project, and that even once it has been

rise matter within such terms? The answer is less

built, it ages, it is transformed by its users, modified

likely to be found in the fact that a thing exists (a

by all of what happens inside and outside, and that

dodo, decision theory, or ‘Planet Earth’) than in

it will pass or be renovated, adulterated and trans-

how it works. The critic, curator, and systems theo-

formed beyond recognition’.4 He concludes: ‘Only by

rist Jack Burnham anticipated the point in his 1968

generating earthly accounts of buildings and design

essay ‘Systems Esthetics’:

processes, tracing pluralities of concrete entities in
the specific spaces and times of their co-existence,

Increasingly ‘products’ - either in art or life - become

instead of referring to abstract theoretical frame-

irrelevant and a different set of needs arise: these

works outside architecture, will architectural theory

revolve around such concerns as maintaining the

become a relevant field for architects, for end users,

biological livability of the earth, producing more

for promoters, and for builders.’5

accurate models of social interaction, understanding the growing symbiosis in man-machine

The question is: What should we expect from

relationships, establishing priorities for the usage

such ‘earthly’ accounts? What details, facts, atmos-

and conservation of natural resources, and defin-

pheres or affects should be included? To give an

ing alternate patterns of education, productivity, and

account of a coming-into-being - be it a person,

leisure. In the past our technologically-conceived

a building, a process, or a nation - involves the

artifacts structured living patterns. We are now in

problem addressed so memorably by Lawrence

transition from an object-oriented to a systems-

Sterne in The Life and Opinions of Tristram Shandy,

oriented culture. Here change emanates, not from

namely, how far back should one trace a line of

things, but from the way things are done.3

implied or assumed ‘cause and effect’ to understand the ‘context’ in which a new entity came

The paradigm shift that Burnham identifies from

into being?6 And what of the ‘earthliness’ of these

object to system is representative of a broader tran-

accounts? Are they swarming with ‘angry clients

sition between major scientific, technological, artistic

and their sometimes conflicting demands […] legal

and theoretical concepts over the last fifty years or

and city planning constraints […] budgeting and

so, and corresponds to the ‘morphological devel-

the different budget options […] the logistics of the

opment’ of such concepts that Thomas Kuhn has

many successive trades […] the subtle evaluation of

described in The Structure of Scientific Revolutions

skilled versus unskilled practitioners […] the contin-

(1962). In what follows I will try to tease out some of

uous demands of so many conflicting stakeholders

the implications of this for architecture, design, and

- users, communities of neighbors, preservationists,

our relation to the notion of disciplinary identity.

clients, representatives of the government and city
authorities’, all the details that Latour finds lacking

A series of transformations

from the typical dehumanised renderings of 3D-CAD

In opposition to what he characterises as a ‘desper-

architectural fantasies?7 Does this clamour from the

ately static’ view of architecture, one that regards

real world make the representation more plausible,

buildings as inert masses of intention and execu-

persuasive - in short, more ‘real’? Or is this demand

tion, Bruno Latour argues that we should learn to

for greater ‘authenticity’ not part of the problem?

look at architecture as a ‘flow of transformations […]

Donald Preziosi writes that when ‘seemingly secure

as movement, as flight, as a series of transforma-

oppositions between what we might want to believe

tions’. Everybody knows, he claims, (and especially

are fact and fiction; history and poetry; reason and
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emotion’ are exposed by artifice, and particularly by

are today ‘far from being ruled by this kind of think-

what Plato called the pantomimic or mimetic arts,

ing’, Vitanza adds, ‘Not all knowledge is objective;

as ‘circumstantial and mutable effects of human

much is personal knowledge, as Michael Polanyi

artistry’, there are repercussions for the way we

says: We can know a great deal more than we can

conceptualise ‘primary’ and ‘secondary’ conceptual

articulate. Not all knowledge is to be determined by

orders:

physis or nomos but also by kairos, which as Eric
C. White reminds us is a principle of “spontaneity

If we believe that a particular made thing ‘represents’

and risk”.’10

some essence (either metaphorically ‘contained’ in
some thing or absent and elsewhere - the ‘soul’

Michael Speaks’s notion of ‘design intelligence’ -

or ‘spirit’ of its time and place), then it is obvious

defined as ‘practices [that] allow for a greater degree

that the essence purportedly ‘represented’ may be

of innovation because they encourage opportun-

represented in other ways, problematising the exist-

ism and risk-taking rather than problem solving’11

ence of that essence itself. Leading one to imagine

- demands a new kind of synthetic imagination,

that the essence supposedly represented is in fact

one that can be seen in the increasingly interdis-

created by its so-called ‘representation’. Such an

ciplinary ways of working of many contemporary

awareness obviously has the potential to under-

artists, architects, and designers drawing on shift-

mine the claims of any political or religious power to

ing constellations of art, science, the humanities

security and truth.8

and technology. Design tools and methodologies
are being transformed in the pursuit of new areas

Alongside conceptual orders, the same considera-

of relevance, which makes significant demands

tions can be applied to the formulation of ‘primary’

on our critical resources. Previous concerns with

and ‘secondary’ professional roles - artist and critic,

origin, intentionality, agency and accountability, for

for example, or ‘designer’ and ‘user’. If design is an

example, are less likely to be illuminating when

actualisation of critical practice, the breathless arrival

applied to cultural production characterised by

of design criticism ‘after the event’ becomes a form

‘post-human’ creativity or a computer manifesting

of ekphrasis around an abandoned site - the critical

complex adaptive behaviours. Should then we adapt

equivalent of the ‘utterly unrealistic’ Euclidian space

our existing critical tools - by focusing, for example,

of 3D-CAD rendering that so provokes Latour.9 This

on the visual aspect of a genre such as ‘evolution-

is to dissolve boundaries between practitioner and

ary’ design, or asking film animators to discuss the

theorist, a separation that at various epochs has

aesthetics of motion, or asking designers of interac-

served both interest groups, allowing them room to

tive interfaces to evaluate the interactive experience

manoeuvre in relation to changing configurations of

of users in other fields? Such approaches, while

power. ‘One of the invidious tests in the academy

useful for specific purposes, are of somewhat

for whether a notion or a practice has any value,’

limited significance. As Stephen Wilson observes,

Victor Vitanza writes, ‘is whether or not it can be

‘literacy’ is a key problem in ‘information arts’ fields

generalized (is generic, accountable) and whether

- artists, audiences, art historians and critics alike

or not it is transferable (codifiable, teachable). All

will need to learn about the research areas that

of Socratic and Platonic thinking (dialectics) deals

this work explores.12 Just like early computer art

with the central question of whether or not some-

pioneers such as Herbert W. Franke, Charles Csuri

thing (justice, piety, virtue, rhetoric, etc.) can be

and Kenneth Knowlton, many current ‘metacreation-

taught. If not, then, it is a mere knack, irrational, and

ists’ or ‘information artists’ (in the absence of more

thus left to the forces of chance.’ Believing that we

compelling descriptive tags) are interested not so
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much in the final image or artefact produced, but

not visible, identifiable. They function very much

rather in devising abstract generative processes,

like concepts and ideas that inhabit space in a

new kinds of artistic skills involving the develop-

quasi legitimate way. Ideas that are not really at

ment of innovative algorithms, and understanding

home within a given structure of knowledge and

and experimenting with organic matter such as

thrive in the movement between things and do not

cell manipulation or working with the constraints

settle into a legitimating frame or environment. The

and possibilities of genetic materials. So this ‘art

line of smuggling does not work to retrace the old

of managing complexity’, made necessary when

lines of existing divisions - but glides along them. A

formerly distinct disciplines not merely co-operate

performative disruption that does not produce itself

(as in interdisciplinarity), but merge to form new

as conflict.14

disciplines (as in transdisciplinarity), puts a strong
emphasis on the ‘appropriateness’ of the methodol-

In the project Parcel, by the architectural research

ogies and forms of communication used to connect

group KRETS (based in Stockholm, Sweden, and

ideas from distinct fields. We can learn from theo-

affiliated both to AKAD, the Academy for Practice-

ries of metaphor and analogy in this respect.13 But

Based Research in Architecture and Design, and

the notion of transverse epistemologies designates

the architectural group SERVO), we find a parallel

not so much a confluence of methodologies as an

process.15 Seeking new ways of establishing rela-

epistemological displacement from one area of rele-

tions between everyday materials, audiovisual and

vance to another - that is to say, a rhizomic praxis of

digital technologies, the investigations of KRETS

‘linking’, ‘seeing connections’, generating ‘networks’

led them to the use of ink, not as a conventional tool

to arrive at new knowledge - requiring, in turn, theo-

of architectural representation (the artisan’s authen-

ries of ‘edges’, ‘borders’, ‘slippage’ and ‘distinctions’

tic mark, or the genius’s moody spatter across the

(otherwise how can we know what we are linking?).

drawing table), but as a potential means of trans-

Such concepts imply a notion of a boundary or edge

mitting electricity and signals between circuits.16 A

condition of ‘substance’ (‘content’ or ‘material’) - the

repurposing of methodologies from other disciplines

‘matter’ between which we are seeking to operate

or practices, as well as the materials themselves,

our conceptual looms and weave our connective

becomes characteristic of design strategies that

threads. To work the space between disciplines, we

pursue a constellation of hybrid techniques while

may have recourse to liminal thinking - paradox and

yet seeking to innovate through the selection and

contradiction, epistemic control and release.

adaptation of existing forms. Bolter and Grusin use
the term ‘remediation’ to describe this process:

Or perhaps we look elsewhere for liminal metaphors and analogies - instead of curating, for

[W]e call the representation of one medium in

example, with its assumption of framing value

another remediation, and we will argue that reme-

in sanctioned or quasi-institutional settings, we

diation is a defining characteristic of the new digital

might explore the implications of a less familiar

media. What might seem at first to be an esoteric

analogy, such as that of ‘smuggling’ (as Irit Rogoff

practice is so widespread that we can identify a

proposes):

spectrum of different ways in which digital media
remediate their predecessors, a spectrum depend-

Smuggling operates as a principle of movement,

ing on the degree of perceived competition or rivalry

of fluidity and of dissemination that disregards

between the new media and the old.17

boundaries. Within this movement the identity [sic]
of the objects themselves are obscured, they are

Information here is understood as ‘difference’ in
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an otherwise homogenous (and thus meaning-

of this line of reasoning, we must line up alongside

less) system; it may concern reformulating an

Marco Steinberg in noting that ‘academia is going

existing problem, applying a technology in a way

to have to challenge itself to define the right frame-

previously unforeseen, combining the metaphors

works, incentivizing students and faculty to work in

and references of one community of practice with

ways that may inherently contradict the established

the products of another to create a third, separate

structures of success. The institutional dilemma is

system, and so forth.18

that with success comes rigidity towards change.
The future will be in the hands of those whose past

Some may prefer to reformulate the question by

success won’t create an insurmountable barrier

considering instead the difference between discipli-

towards rethinking how they operate in this design

nary identity (‘I am an architect’) and gesture (‘Je est

driven age.’21

un autre’, in Rimbaud’s famous phrase), a distinction
that may be central to disciplinarity’s epistemologi-

Origins / Repurposing

cal stranglehold on our imaginations. Architecture

In the modern period, the ability to design something

delineates a broad sphere of practice; architects

‘deliberately’ and ‘at will’ implies that such skills can

are (among other things) negotiators par excel-

be taught, passed on via courses, apprenticeship or

lence, needing to communicate successfully with a

some other pedagogic technique. An artefact with an

wide range of stakeholders (including engineers in

identifiable origin (or set of origins, as in the case of

all their guises, politicians, economists, urban plan-

design teams working on component parts) usually

ners, environmentalists, interior designers, artists,

has been made for a purpose, and its performance

management consultants, business professionals,

in serving that purpose is the designer’s respon-

facility managers, lawyers and so forth). What does

sibility. The dispersed or fragmentary modes of

it take for such a fragmented practice to congeal

production of many contemporary practices unravel

around a core disciplinary identity?

19

One answer

this binding of artefact to origin. Consider owner-

might be: the capacity to interact at the level not

ship rights in science, for example. These are today

of substance (depth, weight, disciplinary speciali-

typically dispersed across a paradigm of multiple

sation etc), but of gesture (the ability to express

authorship, ‘a fragmentation of scale undreamed

and negotiate - or modulate - Latour’s ‘context-in-

of even a generation earlier’ (according to Biagioli

flight’). Gesture is here conceived as an essentially

and Galison), one that furthermore demands that

performative mode, an escape from the ‘anxiety of

collaborators devise ‘increasingly more elaborate

influence’ that seems bound to any consideration

systems to integrate their subgroups and partici-

of biological, cultural and historical ‘identity’. The

pants into a whole’:

20

Czech novelist Milan Kundera explores this insightfully in his novel Immortality: ‘If our planet has seen

How do we distinguish who or what is an author

some eighty billion people,’ he writes, ‘it is difficult

in such collaborations? Defining the author is an

to suppose that every individual has had his or her

ever more difficult, tricky business as increasingly

own repertory of gestures. Arithmetically, it is simply

specialized and interdisciplinary work casts author-

impossible. Without the slightest doubt, there are far

ship in a different light within the diverse species

fewer gestures in the world than there are individu-

of Big Science. Academic laboratories, nuclear

als. That finding leads us to a shocking conclusion:

weapons laboratories, and industrial sites all carry

a gesture is more individual than an individual.

dramatically different, if not contradictory, values of

We could put it in the form of an aphorism: many

openness, secrecy, publication, and credit. Accord-

people, few gestures.’ If we follow the implications

ingly, each develops its own, often divergent,
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standards of authorship.22

but transformed via vari-speed media - first, via a
high-speed cassette duplicator, then an infinitely

Contemporary cultural production similarly often

variable speed turntable, and finally a hand-control-

involves designers and non-designers collaborating

led reel-to-reel tape, all seamlessly edited together.

with materials and tools that are typically differ-

Aside from this performance of controlled decel-

ent and sometimes incompatible. In the process

eration and re-acceleration, the original recording

conventional roles such as producer and client,

remains untouched. Yet while the integrity of the

architect and engineer, as well as existing distribu-

source material is respected - only its pitch is altered

tion models are reconfigured. New media theorist

through changes in speed - the interpretation and

Lev Manovich goes so far as to propose that the

‘re-presentation’ of the material is clearly the result

medium may now have eclipsed the message -

of Oswald’s compositional intention, technical

film editing software, for example, may now have

skill and artistic vision. Thus a new composition is

surpassed the output of the avant-garde auteurs:

created with its own logic, structure, sensuous tones

‘The greatest avant-garde film is software such as

and humorous or despondent pleading between

Final Cut Pro or After Effects which contains the

male and female rivals for the same lover (thereby

possibilities of combining together thousands of

foregrounding the sexual insecurity or ambiguity of

separate tracks into a single movie, as well as setting

the original).26 Oswald uses the media of vari-speed

various relationships between all these different

recording devices as tools for a performance that

tracks - and it thus develops the avant-garde idea

blends interpretation and authorship to the extent

of a film as an abstract visual score to its logical

that the distinction ceases to make any meaning-

end, and beyond.’23 The American filmmaker and

ful sense. Interdisciplinary artists, architects and

activist Craig Baldwin cuts, splices, mixes and edits

designers similarly appropriate and recontextualise

his films almost entirely from samples recycled from

ideas, discourses, forms and methods from other

the twentieth-century image-reservoir of film and

practices, letting the specific project determine the

television, particularly science fiction and fantasy B

applicability and relevance of the materials, refer-

movies, as well as (what he calls the ‘touchstones

ences and discourses adopted, rather than any real

of surrealistic magic’) ethnographic, documentary,

or imagined affiliation to disciplinary or institutional

and educational films. This mode of production

authority. Such practitioners provide strategies

has obvious affinities to the sampling and recycling

for managing the uncertainty of practice within a

culture of hip-hop. Yet many contemporary artists,

research context. But because they do not operate

architects and designers are less concerned with the

within a zone of ethical, political and philosophical

logic of origins (resemblance, reproduction, repre-

neutrality, their assumed pragmatism also requires

sentation as well as their satellites such as agency,

critical self-reflexivity.

24

ownership and intentionality) than with manipulating (or ‘hacking’) the ‘source code’ of media itself to

Experience Design / Disruptive innovation

create ‘new media’. In his version of Dolly Parton’s

Design, then, has taken over the mantel from

version of The Great Pretender, for example, John

conceptual art in exploring the implications of shift-

Oswald, Plunderphonics founder, does not merely

ing focus from the ‘object’ (artefact, collection or

sample, alter, add to, and/or subtract from the origi-

archive - library or database), towards ‘information’,

nal recording - in fact, Oswald does not alter the

including the question how expertise is ‘actualised’

original in any way, with the exception of one of its

(performed, articulated) in practice. This may well

many parameters. What we hear is a recording of

include an element of interpreting, adapting and

Oswald playing Parton’s track all the way through,

applying information stored in various collection

25
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systems (historical, methodological, educational or

emphasise designing ‘experience’ itself - this, in our

technical archives), but it also involves the impera-

formulation, is inseparable from designing ‘time’. So

tive to communicate a meaningful experience in (or

we design ‘meaningful experience’ over (or across)

across) time. Such expertise is simultaneously ‘situ-

‘time’. This means that ‘time’ itself is our design-

ated’, ‘embodied’, ‘connective’ and ‘performative’;

ers’ primary ‘media’. Experience + time requires a

that is to say it draws on both practical as well as

systems approach, integrating perspectives from

highly theoretical knowledge. To change the terms

the likes of psychology, phenomenology, interac-

by which we describe (and conceive of) our various

tivity, narrative (story telling), performance studies,

knowledge concepts is not a mere academic fad or

architecture and dance. Our designers of experien-

philosophical whim; it affects the way we set about

tial systems accordingly develop a narrative and/

‘problem-solving’ - or, if we might raise our level of

or performative approach to time, supported by the

ambition, ‘disruptive innovation’.

skills and methods of the established design disciplines informed by research from the humanities and

The shift from ‘object-based’ to an ‘information-

natural sciences. This is a form of design as social

based’ culture demands that we reconsider the

intervention - or (the phrase we prefer) ‘disruptive

role of art, craft and design within such a culture.

innovation’. Here’s Burnham again from 1968:

Towards this end, faculty at the Department of Interdisciplinary Studies at Konstfack in Stockholm, led

The priorities of the present age revolve around the

by Professor Ronald Jones, have over the past

problems of organization. A systems viewpoint is

two years been developing a unique perspective

focused on the creation of stable, on-going relation-

on an emerging discipline - that of Experience

ships between organic and nonorganic systems, be

Design. Experience Design is here conceived not

these neighborhoods, industrial complexes, farms,

as a means towards understanding and improving

transportation systems, information centers, recrea-

so-called ‘user experience’ of designed products,

tion centers, or any of the other matrices of human

processes, services, events and environments,

activity. All living situations must be treated in the

but as the design of human experiences over time

context of a systems hierarchy of values. Intuitively

with real and measurable consequences, thereby

many artists have already grasped these relatively

‘to persuade, stimulate, inform, envision, enter-

recent distinctions, and if their ‘environments’ are on

tain, and forecast events, influencing meaning and

the unsophisticated side, this will change with time

modifying human behavior’. Industry’s deepening

and experience.29

27

appreciation of consumer preference for experience
over more traditional commodities, coupled with

In a recent article on how designers are adopting

the ‘dematerialization of the art object’, in Lucy

the strategies of conceptual art, Ronald Jones cites

Lippard’s phrase, are taken as indicators of the

Robert Pincus-Witten’s distinction between ontolog-

paradigm shift already mentioned - here, the privi-

ical Conceptualism (advanced by Joseph Kosuth,

leging of ‘experience creation’ over object-making.

28

among others, as an assault on art’s very identity)

Such a shift highlights the need to investigate what

and epistemological Conceptualism, which Pincus-

new relevance experience-based culture can bring

Witten characterises as making or doing things

to established disciplines such as those within art,

‘for the kinds of information, knowledge or data

craft and design. While existing approaches to Expe-

which things or activities reveal’ - in other words,

rience Design have spanned areas as diverse as

an emphasis on the experience of knowledge

entertainment design, lifestyle design or web design

production rather than its ontological end. Citing the

(with the aforementioned ‘user’ focus), we prefer to

increasing value of experiences over commodities
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in the entertainment, airline and sports industries,

outside the system. Where the object almost always

as identified already in B. Joseph Pine II and James

has a fixed shape and boundaries, the consistency

H. Gilmore’s (1998) article ‘Welcome to the Experi-

of a system may be altered in time and space, its

ence Economy’, Jones comments:

behavior determined both by external conditions
and its mechanisms of control. [...] [A] system

[T]he potential of this methodology to design experi-

esthetic is literal in that all phases of the life cycle of

ences in order to project power and influence has

a system are relevant. There is no end product that

been consistently underappreciated by artists, espe-

is primarily visual, nor does such an esthetic rely on

cially when compared with contemporary designers

a ‘visual’ syntax. It resists functioning as an applied

who co-opted epistemological Conceptualism as a

esthetic, but is revealed in the principles underlying

platform for designing the experiences of knowledge

the progressive reorganization of the natural envi-

production, reception and comprehension across

ronment. [My emphasis]31

disciplines - often furthest from their own - affording them an expanding sphere of influence. [...] The

Architects, as has been noted, excel at designing

customization of epistemological Conceptualism

systems, but Jones’s point is applicable more widely

represents the most significant paradigm shift in

than to the practice of architecture as convention-

living memory, as design professions migrate from

ally conceived - it is the belief that ‘designers should

myopic design assignments - design me a toaster

be critical thinkers and strategists first, capable of

- towards conceiving the intangible commodities

addressing cross-disciplinary problems by design-

that feed the experience economy - design me a

ing the social, political, economic and educational

system.30

“systems” that give them greater reach, responsibility, influence and relevance’.32 This is a more

The demand for a system over an object recalls

expanded role for the designer than simply that of

‘Systems Esthetics’, in which Burnham stated:

problem-solver (with its associations of intervention in localised situations of intellectual spillage or

The systems approach goes beyond a concern

accident); the problem-solver typically works within

with staged environments and happenings; it deals

prescribed limits - ‘fix it and be gone!’ - while experi-

in a revolutionary fashion with the larger problem

ence designers are required to synthesise a broad

of

perspec-

range of information from a diverse range of knowl-

tive there are no contrived confines such as the

edge traditions. Even a ‘simple’ experience design

theater proscenium or picture frame. Conceptual

project, for example, would likely involve research-

focus rather than material limits define the system.

related activities spanning behaviour that can be

Thus any situation, either in or outside the context

classed as teleological (‘goal seeking’), concep-

of art, may be designed and judged as a system.

tual, analytical, evaluative, quantitative, qualitative,

Inasmuch as a system may contain people, ideas,

hermeneutical (‘interpretative’), generative, explor-

messages, atmospheric conditions, power sources,

ative and so forth. Each activity produces its own

and so on, a system is, to quote the systems

class of outcomes that need to be synthesised

biologist Ludwig von Bertalanffy, a ‘complex of

without damaging the integrity of the findings or the

components in interaction’, comprised of mate-

coherence of the experience design project as a

rial, energy, and information in various degrees of

whole.

boundary

concepts.

In

systems

organization. In evaluating systems the artist is a
perspectivist considering goals, boundaries, struc-

This, then, is one reason why architecture may be

ture, input, output, and related activity inside and

a useful analogy to a nascent field such as that of
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experience design. Both sets of designers increas-

In the ars combinatoria of ‘Conceptual criticism’ with

ingly face problems that are neither predictable nor

which I began this discussion, as in transdisciplinary

simple, but rather highly complex. As a result, as

practice and the notion of ‘disruptive innovation’,

Julie Klein has noted, ‘the art of being a professional

Boden’s three types of creativity - combinatorial,

is becoming the art of managing complexity’.33 In

exploratory, and transformational - come together to

both cases (architecture and experience design), as

generate new structures that, as described above,

in transdisciplinary practice-based research more

could not be generated before. It is the purpose of

generally, a particular synthesis of design intelli-

the next section to explore why this might be impor-

gence and creativity is required. We have already

tant.

mentioned Michael Speaks’s notion of ‘design intelligence’. The three types of creativity identified by

Managing complexity / Disruptive innovation:

Margaret Boden - combinatorial, exploratory, and

the ‘secret bridges’ between knowledge

transformational creativity – also help outline the

Certain problems or challenges (poverty, space

particular style(s) of thinking involved:

exploration, health, security, play, for example)
exceed the reach of any single conventional

Combinatorial creativity involves the generation of

discipline and therefore require a co-ordinated,

unfamiliar (and interesting) combinations of familiar

synthesising approach. ‘Society has been served

ideas. […] Exploratory and transformational crea-

well by the pursuit of deep knowledge (the corner-

tivity are different. They’re both grounded in some

stone of any self-respecting academic institution),’

previously existing, and culturally accepted, struc-

Marco Steinberg writes, ‘but more and more the

tured style of thinking - what I call a ‘conceptual

nature of today’s “big picture” problems resides

space’. […] In exploratory creativity, the existing

at the intersection of what we know. What is - for

stylistic rules or conventions are used to generate

example - healthcare? It’s not medicine, law, build-

novel structures (ideas), whose possibility may or

ings, therapies, doctors, processes, ethics, or

may not have been realized before the exploration

business but rather the convergence of all of them

took place. […] It can also involve the search for,

in a complex system. We need to first see the

and testing of, the specific stylistic limits concerned.

nature of these system problems to define the path

Just which types of structure can be generated

towards more complete solutions. Not reductively,

within this space, and which cannot? Transfor-

not as fragments, but in the complex, integrated

mational creativity is what leads to ‘impossibilist’

and synthetic ways that drive them. These are the

surprise. The reason is that some defining dimen-

cornerstones of design, yet it’s not design as defined

sion of the style, or conceptual space, is altered - so

by our professions, rather design as defined by our

that structures can now be generated which could

needs.’35 These ‘big picture’ problems are typically

not be generated before. Imagine altering the rule of

engaged through transdisciplinary approaches.

chess, which says that pawns can’t jump over other

The Academy for Transdisciplinary Learning and

pieces: they’re now allowed to do this, as knights

Advanced Studies (ATLAS) states:

always were. The result would be that some games
of chess could now be played which were liter-

In following the transdisciplinary concept, research-

ally impossible before. The greater the alteration,

ers representing diverse disciplines work jointly to

and the more fundamental the stylistic dimension

develop and use a shared conceptual framework

concerned, the greater the shock of impossibilist

that draws upon discipline specific concepts, theo-

surprise.

ries, and methods, but addresses common problems

34

through a new synthesis of a common ontology,
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many other disciplines. One consequence of this

theories, models, and methodology.36

shift, best exemplified in the work of the Tel Quel
‘If joint problem solving is the aim,’ Helga Nowotny

group in Paris, is the creation of an interdisciplinary

notes, ‘then the means must provide for an inte-

genre in which theory precedes practice, which is a

gration

identification,

theoretical praxis. With this praxis criticism joins the

formulation and resolution of what has to become

vanguard - it is theory oriented towards the future of

a shared problem.’37 As the prefix ‘trans’ indicates,

art, which concerns itself with the modes of art yet to

transdisciplinarity denotes that which is between,

be realized as well as with those now past.’40

of

perspectives

in

the

across, and beyond the different disciplines (or,
as Diana Domingues remarks, it ‘establishes the

We see an increasing number of disciplines that

“secret bridges” between knowledge, the unknown

have been formed around no conventional ‘content’

passages of theories, the hidden shared opera-

per se: logistics, statistics, game theory, network

tions in knowledge generation at microbiological

theory, decision theory and so on.41 What might we

levels’).38 The assumption is that the uncertain

call the pursuit of unknowing, or not knowing? Is

space between and beyond disciplines is a rich

it a discipline, as George Steiner has claimed, of

seam of untapped information and potential insight,

‘respect’ in front of what the questions really are?

not least at the methodological level. At the same

And, if so, is such respect also the defining feature

time, disciplinary research is not eclipsed or

of our relation to ‘higher’ perspectives - the ‘non-

rendered obsolete by transdisciplinary research;

earthly’ in contrast to the ‘earthly’ accounts that

rather the two approaches complement and clarify

Latour called for - such as those promised both by

each other.

religion and philosophy - that is to say a respectful
acknowledgement of our extremely limited human

For designers, establishing the limits of profes-

capacity for understanding?

sional practice must remain an open question. The
designer who sets prescribed limits to his or her

Let us take, as a final example, the Swedish artist

field of operations runs the risk of irrelevance in a

duo Bigert and Bergström, whose project Everybody

rapidly changing economic climate. What, however,

Talks About the Weather, but Nobody Does Anything

would it mean to design a genuinely transdiscipli-

About It (2007), dabbles in the stuff of weather

nary curriculum? What type of problems would such

itself, using dry ice to puncture a hole in a cloud and

transdisciplinarians choose to address, using what

thereby produce ‘physical nothingness’. Thus do we

synthesis of methods and materials? Would they

confront the question of ‘substance’ directly, while

even be considered designers, as we understand

also circling back to our initial question of boundary

the term today?39 In the logic of disciplinary identity -

concepts (i.e. what are the ‘boundaries’ of a given

the partitioning of appropriate topics, references and

practice?) - to modify the weather may seem to be

methods, the opposition, juxtaposition, or integration

the work of, if not an auctor vitae, at least a pair of

of theory and practice, the inclusion and exclusion

seriously over-extended egos. ‘Cloud seeding’ (to

of categories, their ‘binding’ and dissemination - we

give the technique its official name) has been of

see the power of the how alongside that of the what

considerable interest since the Second World War

in the formation of disciplinary ‘substance’, ‘content’

to the US Air Force as a means of weather control

or ‘matter’. In his essay ‘Borges and Conceptual

for military offensive purposes, as Ronald Jones

Art’, Gregory Ulmer writes: ‘We have come around

has chronicled in his essay ‘A gun in a knife fight’.

at last to the same relation between theoretical or

But it is also worth remarking that projects such as

pure research and applied knowledge that exists in

Everybody Talks About the Weather, but Nobody
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Does Anything About It reveal a shift in roles (a

as quick, in academe, to prepare ourselves for new

shift we find in bio-art too) from art as mere imita-

threats, new dangers, new tasks, new targets.’44

tion of nature to nature as the material for artwork.
Here then is one interesting problematisation of the

A cautionary word to end: the concepts fore-

concept of ‘substance’ - for, as Jones points out,

grounded in this essay - blurrings of boundaries,

what links both bio-art and Bigert and Bergström is

indistinctness, gesture, the ‘trans’ prefix as calcu-

(once again) a contested connection to ‘the real’:

lated epistemological slippage, and so forth - are
admittedly seductive, not least (I have discovered) to

The desire to transform the natural world as a work

architects, perhaps because they seem to promise

of art is an affinity Bigert and Bergström share

imaginative emancipation and ‘delirious’ self-inven-

with Steven Kurtz and other bioartists whose field

tion. This promise is at best deceptive - adaptable to

has grown in direct proportion to advances in

emancipatory and reactionary ends equally. Bertold

biotechnology. Controversial and topical subjects -

Brecht’s warnings, issued from 1934 Germany in

genetically altered plants and animals, cloning - are

‘Writing the Truth: Five Difficulties’, remain valid

bioart subjects and like environmental modification,

today, applying not only to writers, but to designers

whether for art or war, they are not only relevant

of experiential systems of all types. Thus I choose

subjects but they are real. They are more real than

to close by recalling Brecht’s words:

Chris Burden’s 747, 1973 where he took ritualized
‘what if’ pistol shots at a 747 departing Los Angeles

Nowadays, anyone who wishes to combat lies and

International Airport. And where Burden never had

ignorance and to write the truth must overcome at

to face up to culpability and catastrophe, for Kurtz,

least five difficulties. He must have the courage to

Bigert and Bergström it is unavoidable.

write the truth when truth is everywhere opposed;

42

the keenness to recognize it, although it is everyIs a discipline of unknowing, or not-knowing, rather

where concealed; the skill to manipulate it as a

a form of intellectual ‘cloud seeding’ whereby we

weapon; the judgment to select those in whose

risk facing, either when we return to earth or soar

hands it will be effective; and the cunning to spread

above the fog in our military-sourced hardware, a

the truth among such persons.45

major epistemic hole of our own devising? One of
the pioneers of systems applications, E. S. Quade,
stated that ‘Systems analysis, particularly the type

Notes

required for military decisions, is still largely a form

1. Barthes writes ‘la modernité est essayée (comme on

of art. Art can be taught in part, but not by the means

essaye tous les boutons d’un poste de radio dont on ne

of fixed rules...’43 We might turn this the other way

connait pas le maniement)’, Roland Barthes par Roland

around and ask (as does Latour) why our art critics

Barthes (Paris: Seuil, 1975), p. 78. Cited in Gregory L.

and humanities scholars have failed to revise their

Ulmer, ‘Borges and Conceptual Art’, boundary 2, 5, 3

methodologies and learn from other forms of prac-

(Spring 1977, Duke University Press), pp. 845-62 (p.

tice in the way that military planners, for example,

854).

routinely undertake; ‘military experts constantly

2. Compare the gaze of the ice fisherman or woman - the

revise their strategic doctrines, their contingency

vintermetare or pimplare in Swedish - poised in the dark

plans, the size, direction, technology of their projec-

above the ice hole they have bored, ready to strike with

tiles, of their smart bombs, of their missiles: I wonder

spear or rod when their prey finally swims within sight;

why we, we alone, would be saved from those sort of

it is a gaze of keen concentration despite the demands

revisions. It does not seem to me that we have been

of the monotonous vigil - hence ‘cool’.
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